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2017 feels a bit of a blur.  Once 01/01/2017 has started it just seemed to rollercoaster its way to what is today, leaving a trail 

of 364 days of memories and reflections.   

I didn’t quite kick the breath out of 2017, like my original intention was – my injured foot still hurt and my breathing didn’t 

always co-operate the way I wanted it to when I was running. I didn’t participate in the time trials, I didn’t show up at all the 

cross country meets, I didn’t get to the club nights every week. I did however meet new people, tried my hand (or rather 

feet) at pacing at a Women’s Running race, completed the Portsmouth Coastal Marathon (just to show up at the start line 

was a huge challenge!), participated in more races than what I did last year and am still breathing without assistance, so 

there’s definitely a few successful dents in the 2017 Running Resolution bucket list. 

So, what is in the shiny bucket for 2018? More importantly, how can we to make sure that it will not remain a shiny  bucket 

of missed opportunities for 365 days, but will instead have a well-worn tarnish of use?  I had a long think about this, and it 

unexpectedly took me back to my growing up years. Amongst a lot of things, my parents made sure we grew up being well-

educated, well-mannered and well- travelled. In addition, my dad insisted we know things like how to make a good tie knot, 

a firm handshake indicates a strong character, replacing a tyre and knowing how to get a VW Beetle engine going when the 

fan belt came off could save your life. They also showed us that success is something personal and this is usually only 

achieved through hard work, discipline and dedication but it’s always more satisfying if you enjoy what you do when you’re 

doing whatever you have to do.  You’ll see in a moment how this can be applied to the 2018 Running Resolutions list.  

This new year I want to be more dedicated runner in general and a successful Gosport Road Runner in particular. I enjoy 

running, sometimes more when I’m done than when I’m actually doing it. That’s a start. To be successful however, I think I 

again need to become well-educated and well-travelled... I’m quite confident I still have well-mannered covered!  Obviously, 

this is not in the traditional sense of these words. I can become well-educated as a runner simply by joining one of the many 

different training opportunities offered on club nights. This will take care of the enjoyment factor too, so a few ticks off in 

one go. Well-travelled in this context, does not mean leaving the country or even the local area. Participating in different 

races will result in meeting new people and seeing something different - the same experience travelling gives you. The Lee 

parkrun for example can be a totally different place with different people on a bright clear day than what it is when it’s   

raining!  I know I need to practice running at a pace which will help me achieve my goal - this would be the same as learning 

to make that perfect tie knot before school every morning. A firm and sensible training program will result in becoming a 

stronger runner. Hopefully by now I know when to listen to my creaking bones to know when an injury is on it’s way and 

how to prevent it as far as I’m able to, without waiting for the “fan belt” to come totally off and results in a frustratingly long 

recovery time.  

The only thing now is to get out of the door and do this, and that is sometimes the hardest part but I’m ready to give 2018 

running a go! I’m quite sure most of you feel this way too. 

Let’s see what’s in the final newsletter for 2017.  

Our chairman, Ken Eaden starts us off with reflections from 2017. Colin Middleton brings us the mud and filth of The Grim 

Challenge whilst Carol Collins shares her experience of the Bovington Marathon weekend.  

Steven Crook keeps things festive and reflects on a past running experience. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this and thanks to 

my vivid imagination, have conjured up an image of that situation which will certainly keep my training motivation high. 

Deborah Birch and Gill Dowling participated in the Southsea Santa Run and a short review of this event is included.  

 

A note from the Editor 
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Hayley brings you the Results. It once again makes impressive reading! Congratulations on all those PB’s, first timers and 

old timers whose “PB” may have simply been to reach the start line. 

I have included few photos from the Club Christmas Relay. Please revisit the club Facebook page for more photos of this 

event and all the other races that were held during this month. 

The final page sees us leaving the road of 2017 behind and running towards the opportunities waiting. It also embodies 

the calmness which running can give one. Do you also read the photo that way? I really like it. 

Whether or not you have made any running or personal resolutions for 2018, take every opportunity to make  this  your 

best year yet! 

 

 

Miranda  
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Hi all, 

Happy New Year to you all.  I expect many of you will be setting out your 2018 running aspirations and targets. I wish you all 

the success in the coming year, make your targets realistic, challenging but achievable. I have no doubt Jo Hopkins is still   

delighting in passing me in the club relay, watch out next year Jo! I thought I would pass on my thoughts and reflection of 

2017  

If you recall at the last AGM we made a commitment to put more structure into our training nights. I believe we have gone a 

long way to achieving this. We have invested in training our members in becoming Leaders and Coaches in running fitness. 

(LIRFS and CIRFS) I now believe we offer more choice to our members on a club night than we have done in the past.  

A few months ago, we had a visit from Sarah Gardiner, who is the Southern UK athletics club co-ordinator. She participated in 

one of our training sessions and was impressed by the enthusiasm, inclusiveness and commitment by our LIRFS and CIRFS to 

encourage and motivate runners of all abilities. To this end she recommended I submit a nomination on behalf of Gosport 

Road Runners to participate in an UK initiative called Club Run. The output of this is that we are offered 3 x 2hr coaching    

sessions by a high-end UK athletic performance coach which includes a question and answer session. The objective being to 

pass on experience and knowledge for runners to improve their overall performance. In addition, one of the key objectives is 

to mentor and coach our LIRFS and CIRFS to enable them to pass on knowledge to all our members.  

I am delighted to say the submission was successful. Nick Carter our Men’s Captain will be co-ordinating this activity. Nick has 

already posted this on the Facebook page and web site so watch out for further details in the New Year.   

Anyone who wishes to become a LIRF or a CIRF, you are most welcome. However, in return for our investment, we expect a 

level of commitment back to the membership. Please see anyone of the committee members if this is something may be of 

interest to you.  

The Hampshire Road Race League is now well under way, and the cross country is almost complete. I encourage you to add 

the events as part of your race curriculum. Last year the Ladies were a shining example and many congratulations to Jenny 

Shilling who is the reigning Over 60 Hampshire Road Race League Champion.  We aim to recognise and reward members who 

qualify for a league placing or complete all the cross-country events.  Just a reminder that the Club will reimburse your ferry 

fare to the IOW for anyone who participates in the Ryde 10 mile. Please note this is only applicable to the ferry not the      

Hovercraft.  

In addition to my role as Chairman, I also have been Race director and Chief Marshall for our Half Marathon. This year’s event 

was as hugely successful as ever, the race was fully subscribed, and we had a record number of runners on the day. Which I 

suspect was down to the weather. It is a while since we have been blessed with good weather on race day. 

I have now handed over the reins of Race Director into the capable hands of Dave Kitching, who has a wealth of experience in 

the organisation of cycling clubs and has had a career in management, so he has all the credentials. In addition, I have       

managed to harness the skill set of Anna Codfleter, who is an events organiser. So, the race organisation is in good hands. I 

remain on the Race committee as Chief Marshall to support Dave and the committee.  

The Half Marathon has been the highlight of the year for me, I never enjoyed a pint of beer at the Rugby Club so much post 

the event. I believe it is the jewel in our crown.  The success of our event is solely down to the commitment and dedication of 

the membership. To many looking from the outside, it appears so simplistic, however there is a great deal of detailed        

planning by the race committee that precedes the event. This ranges from submitting the race application, logistics planning,  

dealing with the Hampshire Police Safety advisory group, the council, other external organisations, course management, and 

a plethora of other stakeholders.  I thank the committee for their support and dedication, if it were not for them and the 

attention to detail the event would not function. A special mention to Gary Francis, who despite his illness, remained as      

advisor and sounding post.  

 

Chairman’s Corner: Ken Eaden 
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Notwithstanding the above the standard of marshalling is the Hallmark of our success. As I have mentioned on many        

occasions, the role of the marshal should not be underestimated. The primary role of the marshal is runners’ safety and to 

react in accordingly in the event of an incident. Hence marshal positions have been carefully worked out and marshals strate-

gically selected for the various positions.  

To the 150+ members who volunteered in some capacity in contributing to the success of the race I would like to extend a 

massive thank you. To Emma Noyce, Nick Boorn and Steve Crook, thank you for providing the rescue service for stragglers, 

injured children and those who got stuck in the gravel. You were the second emergency service.    

For me the Gosport Half Marathon is not just a race, it is an occasion, we own it and cherish it which is reflected in the feed-

back we receive. In addition, we contribute to the local community in the form of charity donations. Last year we contributed 

in excess of £9000 to good causes. I believe this is what sets us apart from other races.  

As we move into 2018, our next big event is the Awards Night to be held on the 19 January 2018. This promises to be a good 

entertaining evening where we recognise the achievements of our members. This is a club event where we have come a long 

way. In the past I have witnessed awards been made in a bus shelter on a wet and windy night at a 5K time trial. It is thanks 

to my predecessors that this is now a key and established activity in the GRR calendar, so make a note in your diaries. Details 

will be promulgated in the coming week or so.  

The next key event in early April we will be holding our Annual General Meeting. This gives members the opportunity to air 

their concerns and vote on any proposals in an open forum, watch out for details in the coming weeks.         

As I reflect on the past year, it has been an eclectic 12 months, but I am proud and privileged to be the Chairman of Gosport 

Road Runners and Race Director. I thank the committee for giving up their time freely to ensure the smooth running of the 

club.  However, an even bigger thank you goes to  you, the members; for your enthusiasm, support for each other in       

maintaining the Gosport Road Brand and ethos, which makes us the envy of other clubs.  

A happy and successful year to you all . 

Good Running    

 

Ken.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chairman’s Corner: Ken Eaden 
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The Grim Challenge 2017: 

Colin Middleton 

Motivation is low in the Middleton house. Life is generally getting in the way, and both of us are finding it a chore to go     

running. 

Hopefully, things are improving, but the last few months have been pretty slack in the running stakes. 

Back in August, my mate Nev, convinced me to the GRIM again. We’d done it once before back in 2013, but I’d not really 

thought about it since. Being keen, I signed up, and awaited this weekend. 

Last night I said to Karen “I could do without the GRIM tomorrow, can’t be bothered!”. She told me that I’d have fun, and that 

I couldn’t let Nev down anyway. 

I left home at 8am, and picked Nev up on the way, and we made out way to Aldershot. For anyone who doesn’t know what 

The GRIM is, it’s cold, wet, and very muddy 8 miles around the Army’s Tank Training Ground in Aldershot. They do a 4, 8 or  

16-mile event. 

We arrived and collected out numbers, then it was an hour wait until our race started. We both agreed, we couldn’t really be 

bothered, but we’re still happy we’d made the effort. 

At 10:30, we lined up alongside 1000 other people and the race started. It starts off as just a bit of cross country, some trail, 

some hills, nothing too taxing. 

Now Nev has a habit of staying clean at these things, he’ll dodge round the edge, or somehow come out the other side of an 

obstacle clean and dry. We once did an event in Winchester called ‘The General’. One of the obstacles was to crawl on your 

belly underneath a tank. We both emerged at the other side, me looking like I’d be run over by a giant mud snail, and him 

looking like he’d just come out of a car wash. I still don’t know how he did it, the jammy git. 

Back to the GRIM. After a mile or so, you meet the first big puddle. This was cold, so cold. Your feet are nice and toasty warm 

in your trainers, and suddenly you’ve plunged your feet and lower legs into icy water. 

The first half of the GRIM is very wet, its basically trail running with massive puddles. You just start to warm up again, and 

then you get hit with another ice-cold pool of water. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second half is where the mud starts. Its this horrible yellow coloured clay type mud. Its slippy, squelchy, and stains      

everything it gets on. 

The puddles were deep, the mud was deeper, that point when you’re going through a bog, and the water is up to your      

tummy, and you can feel your trainers wanting to stay firmly in the ground where you’ve put them. 
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The Grim Challenge 2017: 

Colin Middleton 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then it happened, the moment I’ve been waiting for years. I was wading through a bog, under a cargo net, people were    

falling all over the place, and I heard my mate Nev behind me make a commotion. He’d slipped in the mud, and ended up 

half under the water. He had mud in his hair and beard, and all the way up the side of him. 

Now, I could have been the sort of friend who is all concerned and worried, but no, he    wasn’t dead, 

he was COVERED in mud. How could I not laugh at this? I would have expected nothing less from him. 

Once we recovered, him from the shock of getting filthy, and me from the belly ache  laughing, we 

carried on. 

We took ages to finish, we jogged a bit, and we walked a bit. It was really cold, my feet at one point 

felt totally frozen, but it was such a fun event. 

After 8 miles, we finally reached the very last puddle, and waded through, and then over the finish 

line. 

I’m so glad I did it. I feel the club has fallen out of love with The GRIM a little bit. In the past, loads of 

people have done it, some in fancy dress. But lately, it’s not been as popular. If you’re looking for a fun, sort of local event, 

then you can’t go far wrong. 

It costs  £32 to enter this event, and you DON’T get a medal. You do get a tech t-shirt, and water. There are basic changing 

facilities, toilets, baggage etc but no showers, so make sure you’re prepared to drive home with your hair full of mud. 

Once we’d got dried and changed, a takeaway cheeseburger, chips and a coffee were the most welcome sight. 

 

Colin 
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A painful running failure that I have used for inspiration happened to me at a school sports day over 40 years 

ago. 

 

I used to be a reasonable cross-country runner when I was at secondary school; top three in my form (class), 

top ten in the school. I didn't enjoy it because I always went off too fast and always finished with my lungs 

bursting and my head on the edge of blacking out. However, we didn't have a choice and I seemed to have a 

high propensity to suffer so the results were some compensation. 

 

Whilst this was just about bearable, running around fields and muddy paths, I positively hated running around 

the school 400m athletics track. The rigid constraint of lanes, the monotonous grind of running around in 

'circles' in full view of non-participants simply destroyed my will to endure the pain. 

 

Then came that fateful sports day. Our Form team (of two, in a field of ten) for the 1500M was one volunteer 

short. Clearly, I wasn't the only one who didn't relish running nearly four laps of that sodding track. The school 

sports master, in charge of the day's proceedings and a sadistic tartar of a man, had no hesitation in nominating 

me to make up the numbers and previous experience left no room for doubt that any reluctance on my part 

would lead to summary on-spot-punishment in the form of a beating with a supple and stinging plimsol. 

 

I took my place on the start-line. The Starter for the athletics races was another formidable master who was an 

ex-military man and his method of choice for sending runners on their way was to fire blank cartridges from a 

sawn-off double-barrelled shotgun. I kid you not. 

 

Off we went, the staggered, standing start soon resolving itself into almost single file on the inside lane. As   

always, I went off too fast. I hung on grimly to second place around the first part-lap and into the second. By the 

end of the second lap I was in third and the gap between me and second was getting bigger. During the third 

lap I was passed again to find myself in fourth place. The first three runners continued to pull away from me 

and I ran the final lap in an increasingly blurry haze of pain and humiliation that eventually, mercifully ended 

with me collapsing over the finishing line. 

 

I was aware of the Starter standing over me, asking me if I was "alright", shotgun held casually by his side. I 

couldn't speak as I gasped and heaved on the ground, struggling for breath. The silence was broken by a wag in 

the crowd saying words that haunted me for years but that I now use as a mantra for not giving up: "Go on Sir, 

put him out of his misery!" 

 

That inglorious failure, based on a propensity to suffer and now, at last, augmented by a 

vague sense of pacing, is pretty much the basis for my current love of running.  

Merry Christmas all! 

Steve 

A running lesson from my 

past:  Steve Crook 
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Bovington Marathon Weekend 16/17th December 
 
 
Friday 15th saw me packing up the bongo for our first weekend away in it. We had been given a name of a pub in 
Wool called Seven Stars. They were very welcoming, and I would recommend it to anyone that wants to get away 
on their own or with their dogs, as it’s a dog friendly pub. Through-out the day you can hear the trains going pass 
with a hoot as they get to the junction, but you soon start to ignore this. 
 
Saturday morning welcomed us with very a cold frost but with a lovely cooked full breakfast inside, I was ready for 
anything. I have said from the start I would help out if needed as a sweeper/support runner. So, dressed in an  
army dress off we went running through 6 rivers out and 5 back, with miles of mud and puddles in between. On 
arriving back at the Love Station about 23 miles-ish was asked to help a fellow runner back as he was struggling 
with the cold but wanted to finish. As result, the last 7 miles were at walking pace with him, and even though he 
didn’t want to admit it, I could see he was struggling. On coming up to the entry back into Bovvy museum I      
managed to get him to run the last 200 yards over the line, finishing in a time of 7hs 08 mins. This year’s race was 
all about helping others get round rather than recording my time, as thanks to Lanmac, this might be the last   
Bovvy event. I’m also pleased to say that helping out when I had to, helped to keep my mind off the pain I was in. 
 
Great heavy medal and bottle of beer at the finish, then back to the pub and a well-deserved pint and hot meal. 
 
Sunday morning had us up to an even colder morning but with another full breakfast inside, we made our way to 
were I would be marshalling at the Love Station, my first time, dressed in a Santa dress with reindeer ear muffs 
that looked more like I had boobs on my ears. The plan was Bob would help us set up and then go onto the       
Museum and look around the rest of it, but he ended up staying for the whole time. I am one very proud wife, not 
only did he keep the warm mull cider and beer going while the rest of us were handing out water to the fast     
runners and supporting the slower ones,  he also had one lady come up and ask for a hug from him and wanted 
him to tell her to man up....so around the table he came gave her a great big hug and then said “man …up and get         
running, you can do this”  :)   As she walked away and was about to look back and he shouted “don’t look back 
keep going”.  We have had a lovely thank you from her on WSR page saying of it wasn’t for him she would had 
called it a day there and there. 
 
Here’s hoping that there will be another Bovington event,  but I’m proud to have run their first and what looks like 
to be their last....but never say never. 
 
Carol 

Bovington Marathon    

weekend  : Carol Collins 
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It was fun.  There was a choice of 1mile, 10k, 5k or all 3 ran in that order.  You can select whether or not you want the Santa 
costume with your entry. Alternatively you can run in your own Christmas themed costume....there was even a man as a   
Christmas sausage, but he had to be asked what he was by a fellow runner!   
 
Running all 3 races makes for 4 medals and the biggest goodie bag. 
 
Be aware though I planned to run it for my 10k club award to find out on arrival it is not a timed run but a run for fun only.  

 

Deborah 

 

Santa Fun Run - Southsea:  

Deborah Birch 
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Date Event Host Club 

Sun 21 Jan 2018 Manor Farm Country Park Stubbington Green Runners 

Sun 25 Feb 2018 Polecat Valley Haslemere Border AC 

Southern Cross Country 

League : Next  events 
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HRRL Future Events 2017/2018 

 

Stubbington 10km       14 January  2018 

Ryde 10 mile                4 February 2018 

 

These are brilliant events with great organisation, reasonable entry costs, medals, marshalling,  
support and most significantly, excellent Club camaraderie.   

Come and find out! 

  

 

HRRL :  Next Events 
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Recording Results for You    

Well done everyone, what an amazing set of results we have had in December. 

Thank you for sending the links to race results, informing me if you ran as someone else, letting me 

know if you gave your number to someone else and if you were not listed as a GRR. 

 Without this information I would not be able to record your achievements. 

Please carry on sending me all of the above because – what I don’t know, I can’t record!  

Hayley  

Result of the Month 

The ‘Result of the Month’ is chosen by me for being outstanding in its own right for whatever reason. 

 There have been some magnificent results in December that stood out to me on every level and for different reasons in-

cluding  

Joanne Hopkins – smashing through the 1 hour barrier on a 10k run for the first time at the St Andrews day 10k with a 

time of 57:03 – BOOM 

Laura Woodhams – getting a huge PB in our 5k TT with an amazing time of 22:23 superb! 

Marie Bowers – coming 3rd in her age category at Victory 5 and smiling all the way round 

Bryn Whitehouse – coming 5th in his age category in the Decker Challenge half marathon with an amazing time of 01:38:34 

Kieran Chaplin - running a very strong half marathon at the Portsmouth Coastal Half with a time of 01:46:22 

Most outstanding to me in December was Ben Jarvis running his 50th marathon at the Portsmouth Coastal Ultra 50k in an 

outstanding time of 04:25:24 and coming 7th in his age category – what an outstanding achievement on many 

levels! 

 

Well done everyone – keep those results coming to me please as I will only record results that have been 

sent to me.  

Hayley Sparshott 

Please email your results to  Hayley  at: 

results@gosportroadrunners.org.uk newsletter@gosportroadrunners.org.uk 

mailto:results@gosportroadrunners.org.uk
mailto:newsletter@gosportroadrunners.org.uk
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Results: 5 km Club  Time    

Trial 05/12/2017 

Many thanks to the time keepers - Janet Lindley, Sue Barrett, Terry Weston and Gary Francis. Thank you to our marshals  Jenny    
Shilling,  Nick Carter, Jo Hopkins, Hayley Sparshott ,Dave Croft and our tail runners Kim Carter ,Angie Elshaw and Sid Smith. 
 
We had 2 guest runners this evening: Tom Bates with a time of 19:06 and Kevin Allen with 20:06. 

Pos. Name Time Comments  Pos. Name Time Comments 

1 Michael Percival 00:17:57    24 Lee Torrens 00:27:46 PB 

2 Nikki Moxham 00:18:36    25 Andy Brown 00:28:07 PB 

3 Ian Reed 00:18:59    26 David Baker 00:28:26   

4 Bryn Whitehouse 00:20:19    27 Trevor Giles 00:28:29 PB 

5 Sarah Ruby Rennison 00:20:54    28 Jackie Brady 00:29:24   

6 Philip Silver 00:21:21 PB  29 Tara Hewson 00:29:34 1st time 

7 Alan Burgess 00:21:34    30 Louise Ness 00:29:50   

8 Dale Poulter 00:21:59 PB  31 Mick Kearney 00:29:51   

9 Gill Dowling 00:22:03    32 Richard Smith 00:29:56   

10 Laura Woodhams 00:22:23 PB  33 Kate Smyth 00:30:01   

11 Nick Macbeath 00:22:24    34 Christine Nation 00:30:19   

12 Martyn Barnes 00:22:57    35 Dave Kirby 00:34:09   

13 Richard Pelley 00:23:56 PB  36 Terry Ash 00:35:51   

14 Yvette Eastman 00:24:09    37 Steve Cawte 00:35:52   

15 Jazmin Curtin-Sewell 00:25:25    38 Jacqui Torrens 00:40:59 PB 

16 Caroline Musto 00:25:26 PB  39 Pam Fisher 00:41:00 PB 

17 Ken Eaden 00:26:14    40 Caroline Richards 00:42:17 1st time 

18 Fiona Tomlinson 00:26:14    41 Janet Smith 00:42:17   

19 Keith Elshaw 00:26:37    42 Sid Smith 00:42:18   

20 Mike Stares 00:26:44    43 Kim Carter 00:42:19   

21 Tonia Morrell 00:26:57 PB  44 Rebecca Wroblewski 00:45:52 1st time 

22 Hayley Baird 00:27:27    45 Angie Elshaw 00:45:53   

23 Karen Morby 00:27:33 PB      
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26/11/2017 Festive Frolic     

Pos. Name Time Comments 

52 Sarah Lloyd 04:52:52 23 miles 

30/11/2017 St Andrew's Day 10km     

Pos. Name Time Comments 

75 Joanne Hopkins 00:57:03 6th in age category  

02/12/2017 Grim Challenge     

Pos. Name Time Comments 

1073 Colin Middleton 01:50:37   

03/12/2017 Mouth to Mouth     

Pos. Name Time Comments 

28 Ben Jarvis 04:15:51 27 miles off road!  

Please read  Colin ‘s 

excellent race    

review of this 

event. MC 
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04/12/2017 Victory 5      

Pos. Name   Time Comments 

31 Tom Barnard 00:27:54   

90 Nikki Moxham 00:30:04 2nd in age category 

97 Dan Belben 00:30:23   

240 Sarah Rennison 00:34:16   

256 Tim Durant 00:34:33   

260 Benjamin Wales 00:34:46   

271 Miles van der Lugt 00:35:02   

295 Colin Gardner 00:35:47   

299 Nick Carter 00:35:56   

355 Kieran Chaplin 00:37:38   

357 Dale Poulter 00:37:26   

358 Julia Roiz de Sa 00:37:48   

368 Richard Law 00:38:06   

385 Tracey Wales 00:38:50   

397 Sam Graham 00:39:03   

458 Jenny Shilling 00:41:22 2nd in age category 

463 Kerryanne Sawyer 00:41:27   

479 Nicolas Boorn 00:42:01   

494 Geoff O'Flanagan 00:42:37   

497 Steve Calder 00:42:41   

504 Mark Jakins 00:43:01   
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04/12/2017 Victory 5      

Pos. Name   Time Comments 

531 Jazmin Josephine Curtin-Sewell 00:44:25   

533 Michael Stares 00:44:12 8th in age category 

545 Mick Kearney 00:44:44 9th in age category 

559 Joanne Hopkins 00:45:17   

591 Carol Collins 00:47:23   

595 Kim Carter 00:47:45   

600 Emma Noyce 00:47:54   

603 Amanda Morby 00:48:06   

604 Andy Brown 00:48:20   

618 Lee Torrens 00:49:55   

624 Amanda Mole 00:50:25   

651 Kayleigh Park 00:53:06   

657 Patricia Lapworth 00:54:09   

658 Dee Upshall 00:54:09   

659 Naomi Clements 00:54:11   

668 Sharon Noble 00:54:58   

689 Caroline Harms 00:56:57   

694 Marie Bowers 00:57:33 3rd in age category 

706 Karen Harding 01:01:24   

716 Nichola Stanley 01:12:03   
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10/12/2017 Decker Challenge - half marathon   

Pos. Name Time Comments 

73rd Bryn Whitehouse 01:38:34 5th in age category 

10/12/2017 Bourne Wood Cross Country   

Pos. Name Comments 

  Ben Jarvis 1st male 

  Colin Gardner   

      

  Jo Hopkins 1st Female 

  Hayley Sparshott   

  Karen Morby 1st cross country 

  Lorraine Down   

  Pippa White   

  Pat Lapworth   

  Nicky Hayward   
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16/12/2017 Bovington Marathon   

Pos. Name Time Comments 

240 Hayley Sparshott 05:27:54 10th in age category 

290 Lisa Hennen 05:42:59   

474 Carol Collins 07:09:07   

Thank you Carol, for 

your great  article 

on this event. MC 
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17/12/2017 Portsmouth Festive Half Marathon 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

5 Dan Belben 01:28:13   

62 Kieran Chaplin 01:46:22   

17/12/2017 The Harbour 50km   

Pos. Name Time Comments 

47 Ben Jarvis 04:25:24 
7th in category position and 

50th marathon! 

219 Richard Law 05:19:06   

260 Daniel Roiz De Sa 05:36:43   

Race Results 
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17/12/2017 Portsmouth Coastal Festive Marathon 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

50 Stephen Crook 03:23:58 8th in age category 

177 Darren Eynon 03:51:36   

216 Colin Gardner 03:56:35   

244 Gillian Dowling 03:59:46   

262 Su Baldock 04:02:19   

375 Yvette Eastman 04:18:58 10th in age category 

394 Miles van der Lugt 04:21:07   

410 Laura Woodhams 04:23:21   

507 Emma Robinson 04:33:28   

533 Chris Sparshott 04:38:18   

598 Julia Roiz De Sa 04:48:20   

601 Jane Cockayne 04:48:28   

604 Paul Street 04:49:14   

619 Claire Tallack 04:52:17   

659 Brian Fisher 04:58:26   

726 Andrea Kitchen 05:12:59   

727 Sarah-Jane Keteku 05:13:03   

745 Catherine Stock 05:18:47   

747 Katrina Jurd 05:18:49   

746 Lisa Hennen 05:18:49 2nd marathon in 2 days 

748 Sarah Bishop 05:18:51   

763 Miranda Carrick 05:23:39   

764 Tracy Moran 05:23:39   

817 David Kitching 05:40:30   

819 Karen Morby 05:40:57   

821 Richard Smith 05:41:32 7th in age category 

828 Nicola Joy 05:44:03   

829 Kirsten Maw 05:44:03   

831 Sarah Down 05:46:40   

841 Sarah Lloyd 05:57:16   

865 Lorraine Down 06:20:48   

866 Emma Noyce 06:20:50   
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30/12/2017 Frozen Phoenix marathon   

Pos. Name Time Comments 

16 Hayley Sparshott 04:40:14 5th female 

Lord Wandsworth College Cross Country 31/12/2017 

Name Comments 

Men   

1. Michael Percival 77th   

2. Sam Graham 203rd   

3. Ken Eaden 227th   

4. Andy Hopkins 241st   

5. Andy Brown 244th   

6. Lee Torrens 245th   

    

Ladies   

1. Hayley Sparshott 107th   

2. Caroline Mcguigan 116th   

3. Karen Vicki Morby 118th   

4. Joanne Hopkins 147th   

5. Pippa White 152nd   

6. Gillian Horn 155th   

7. Pat Lapworth 162nd   

8. Jackie Brady 165th   

9. Chris Nation 166th   
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Club Christmas Relay – 

 09/12/2017 

Christmas relay winning 

team : Sam Graham, Karen 

Vicki Morby, Joanne Hop-

kins, Kerry Sawyer and Julia 

Bentley 

Best fancy dress: Andy Brown 

London Marathon place: 

Karen Vicki Morby 

https://www.facebook.com/samlougraham?fref=gs&dti=1930144613918921&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/karen.v.morby?fref=gs&dti=1930144613918921&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/karen.v.morby?fref=gs&dti=1930144613918921&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/joanne.swallowhopkins?fref=gs&dti=1930144613918921&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/joanne.swallowhopkins?fref=gs&dti=1930144613918921&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/kerry.sawyer.90?fref=gs&dti=1930144613918921&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/julia.roizdesa?fref=gs&dti=1930144613918921&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/julia.roizdesa?fref=gs&dti=1930144613918921&hc_location=group
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GRR Website 

All Club information relating to official meets and events can be found 

on the events page of our Website and all members are encouraged 
to look at this regularly. 

Not all details are posted on the Club’s Facebook page so make sure 
you add the GRR website to your favourites/bookmarks list.  

GRR and Social Media 

The Club’s Facebook members’ page currently has 245 registered members 
and is the main place where Club members share stories, race experiences, 
photos, arrange out of Club meetings, etc.  

Follow this link to see what’s going on: 

The Club also has a Twitter feed which can be accessed by following @gosportrr on  

Newsletter Photos 

Photos help make the newsletter, if you are kind enough to supply an article, please could you also send 
me some of your original photos. A lot of photos included in the newsletter come from Facebook, this is 
fine, as its a good repository, and is always up to date, but the quality of the pictures is not as good due to 
compression. 

If you have a photo you want to go with an article, or you think it would be great in the newsletter, then 
please send me a copy from your camera. This will be much better quality, and can be scaled and edited 
much easier.  

If you’re taking photos of an event, maybe you could keep some good ones aside just for the newsletter. 
Perhaps there was something particularly funny, that you think everyone would like to see. The news-
letter reaches all current GRR members, and should ensure your snaps are seen by all. 

Email them to me at  

http://www.gosportroadrunners.org.uk 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/1930144613918/ 

http://twitter.com/gosportrr 

newsletter@gosportroadrunners.org.uk 

http://www.gosportroadrunners.org.uk
http://www.facebook.com/groups/27301329294/
http://twitter.com/gosportrr
mailto:newsletter@gosportroadrunners.org.uk
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